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View from the Dome
Of the many gifts bestowed upon us by our maker, one of the most important is the ability to transform our own lives
through a combination of inspiration, dedication and tenacity. Though good fortune may simplify the process for us,
in most cases all of these elements are required to reach our goals and objectives:
Inspiration: We must define the objectives we are seeking, whether they are large and complex
(“Change my life in such a way that I can spend more time with my family.”) or
straightforward and simple (“Lose 10 pounds.”) Almost all of the work of getting where we
want to go comes after this point; however, until we define our destinations we are certain
to drive in circles.
Dedication:

After the goals have been established comes the work of planning the routes that we can
use to get from here to there, then carrying out the day-in, day-out work of actually making
it happen.
Even when there seems to be no path, rest assured that alternatives exist.
Force yourself to define 10, 15 or even 25 ways to reach your goal – no matter how “offthe-wall”. From these ideas you can find the elements of a solid, workable plan. Don’t be
discouraged to see how many steps are needed to make a big goal happen – you have to
eat an elephant one bite at a time, but sooner or later you will have eaten that elephant!

Tenacity:

You’ll need tenacity to hold strong during tough times and setbacks. While we hope for lady
luck to smile on our efforts, sometimes there will be detours in the road and flat tires.
Tenacity is what drives us forward, if even just one slow step at a time.

While the road may be long and beset with setbacks, remember that anything is possible for the person who can learn
to focus their intent on a clearly-defined future. Visualize future realities with as much clarity as you can muster and
be amazed at the opportunities the universe will deliver, real pathways to your goals. And once your daily actions
support the advancement of your long term goals, you will find a new measure of satisfaction in all of your work and
everything you do. Finally, remember that others may hold you back, but only you can quit!
All of us at KRT are very sad to say goodbye to our good friend Mr. Robert E. Beutlich, who
passed away in March after successfully battling prostate cancer for nearly ten years. Bob
was a television and radio engineer from Chicago who first came into our lives in the early
1970’s, when he and my father volunteered to organize the annual meetings of the U.S.
Psychotronics Association. Over the decades to follow they worked together as collaborators
on a variety of radionic, free energy and other esoteric projects; on the day my father died
most of the kitchen table in the dome was covered with a complex and mysterious device
they had constructed together. In the four years since that sad day, Bob was a tremendous
teacher and mentor to me, patiently answering all of the engineering questions that I could
not ask my father. He was a good friend who will be missed. Rest in peace, Bob, and
thanks again for all of your support and friendship.

Bob Beutlich: 1923-2009
We are grateful to Linda S. Godfrey, author of the book Strange Wisconsin (Trails Books, 2007), for use of this photo of Bob.

